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1. Introduction

Power systems are often subjected to disturbances by several reasons such as continuous load changes, set-point changes, and faults. Consequently, it exhibit low frequency oscillations that either decay gradually, or continue to grow, causing system separation. These low frequency oscillations are due to the lack of damping of the electromechanical mode of the system [1–4]. The desired additional damping can be provided by supplementary excitation control through a power system stabilizer (PSS). The main problem encountered in the conventional PSS design is that power systems constantly experience changes in operating conditions due to variations in generation and load patterns. So, a conventionally designed PSS may fail to maintain stability over wide range of operating points. Further, the performance of conventional PSS is degraded once the deviation from the nominal point becomes significant. To cope with uncertainties, imposed by continuous variation in operating points, has become the priority of the PSS designers. To make the performance of a PSS robust, the design algorithm must account for power system uncertainties. Uncertainties in the power system model can be unstructured in the form of norm-bounded parameter uncertainty [5,6], or structured associated with loading and other varying operating conditions [7–11]. Various approximations have been utilized in the modeling of uncertain systems including μ-synthesis [7–11], Lyapunov state-space based procedures [12–15], and interval polynomial [16–20]. These approaches target two main objectives; the first considers the evaluation of system robustness under the effect of parametric uncertainties, while the second considers the synthesis of PSSs that can guarantee robustness under parametric uncertainties. In Ref. [7,8], Djukanovic et al. have successfully applied the structured singular value (SSV) theory to determine robust stability of a power system for a wide range of operating conditions. A systematic procedure for sequential design of decentralized controllers, in multimachine power system, was studied in Ref. [9] where the robust performance in terms of the structured singular value (SSV or μ) was used as the measure of control performance. Castellanos et al. [10,11] have examined the application of SSV theory to the problem of evaluating the robust stability of large power systems with structured uncertainties where variations in system operating conditions and system topology are modeled as structured uncertainties and included in the nominal power system model. Rao et al. [12] reduced the controller synthesis to solve a nonlinear optimization problem where parametric uncertainty was handled using Quantitative Feedback
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Theory (QFT). In Ref. [13], the design of a robust decentralized state feedback PSSs was considered to guarantee pole-placement in a pre-specified region in the left-half of the complex plane. The design assumed full state measurability and considered polytopic uncertainty. Werner et al. [14] expressed the uncertainties due to variable operating points using Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) and then an LMI technique is applied to find a 4th order \( H_\infty \) controller under regional pole placement constraints. Soliman et al. [15] suggested an iterative LMI algorithm to design robust decentralized PID based PSSs. In Ref. [16], Soliman suggested an interval arithmetic approach for computing the admissible set of robust proportional-derivative (PD) based PSS using interval Routh-Hurwitz arrays. The authors of Ref. [17] applied a generalized Kharitonov’s theorem to parameter perturbations in the state space model of the power system with a PSS. The parameters of the PSS were considered as candidates for perturbations and the region of stability was computed using the edge theorem and the segment lemma. The design was carried out at certain operating point where only uncertainties in controller parameters are reported. In Ref. [18], uncertainties due to continuous variation in the operating point, was described by an interval polynomial. The design of a phase-lead PSS was reduced to simultaneous stabilization of eight vertex plants derived using Kharitonov’s theorem. Root-locus technique was applied to compute only the gain where compensator’s zero and pole time constants were pre-specified to ensure fast response. Rigatos and Saino [19] extended the results of Ref. [18] and presented the two-stage stabilizer. However, time constants of the compensator’s poles and zeros were also pre-specified. Soliman et al. [20] presented a reconﬁgurable design of fault-tolerant PSS and FACTs controllers using Kharitonov’s theorem where system uncertainties were represented by an interval polynomial. The gains of the controllers are computed using particle swarm optimization (PSO). The authors suggested an eigenvalue-based cost function that ensures a speciﬁc settling time. Computing the admissible set of robust phase-lead compensator’s parameters, which can stabilize the plant under wide range of operating conditions, was not targeted in Refs. [17–20]. Furthermore, the case of PID based PSSs was not dealt with. In Refs. [21,22], robust PSS synthesis is reduced to a simultaneous stabilization of some operating points and then evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm are applied to compute controller parameters while minimizing eigenvalue-based objective functions. Concisely, robust PSS design involves three basic issues regarding uncertainty modeling, controller order and solution algorithm. Robust PSS design techniques often result in a unique controller without considering the set of all admissible PSSs. Computing the set of admissible parameters gives great flexibility while implementing PSSs.

This paper presents a step to attack this problem by characterizing such set for a single-machine infinite-bus system. The robustness issue is treated using generalized Kharitonov theorem, while stability conditions derived with Routh-Hurwitz criterion are used to parameterize the stabilizing controllers. Two approaches are proposed for designing robust PID-based PSSs. The first one considers simultaneous stabilization of four segment plants while the second approach considers simultaneous stabilization of sixteen vertex plants. For phase-lead compensator design, simultaneous stabilization of only eight vertex plants is considered. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers the challenge facing the design of PSSs and develops an interval plant model to capture all uncertainties imposed by loading conditions. Necessary and sufficient conditions for stabilizing an interval plant via a three-term controller using generalized Kharitonov theorem are briefly reviewed in Section 3. Parameterization of the robust PID-based PSS and that of robust phase-lead PSSs are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 presents the results while Section 7 concludes this work.

2. Problem formulation

The system under study comprises a single-machine connected to an infinite bus through a tie-line. Such system is commonly used in the analysis and design of a PSS. The system is represented by a fourth order linearized model as proposed by deMello and Cordelia [3]. The linearized model of this system can be described by the block diagram shown in Fig. 1. The system data and nonlinear model are given in Appendix A.1. The model parameters \( k_1, k_2, k_3, k_4, k_5, k_6 \) shown in Fig. 1 depend basically on the values of \( P \) and \( Q \) while \( k_0 \) depends on the tie-line reactance only. These parameters could be expressed as explicit functions of \( P \) and \( Q \) as given in Ref. [18]. The state space realization of the system is given as follows:

\[
\dot{x} = A(k)x + Bu, \quad y = Cx
\]

(1)

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 1} \) is the state vector defined by

\[
x = [\Delta \delta \Delta \omega \Delta E_{ef} \Delta E_{iq}]^T
\]

and \( u \) is the stabilizing signal and the output \( y \) is typically represented by the angular speed deviation.
$\Delta \omega$. The state space matrices are defined as follows:

$$A(k) = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \omega_0 & 0 & 0 \\
-k_1M & 0 & -k_2M & 0 \\
-k_4T_d & 0 & -1 & \frac{1}{T_d} \\
-K_Ek_5 & 0 & -K_Ek_6 & \frac{1}{T_E} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

$$B = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{K_0}{T_E} \\
\end{bmatrix}^T$$

$$C = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad D = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

(2)

Therefore, the open loop transfer function (TF) of the system shown in Fig. 1, is given by $G_p(s) = \Delta \omega(s)/\Delta U_{PSS}(s) = (sI - A(k))^{-1}B$. Remarkably, the TF is in turn load-dependent. This TF could be evaluated at any operating point by the following general form:

$$G_p(s) = \frac{-b_1s}{a_3s^4 + a_2s^3 + a_1s^2 + a_0s + a_0} = \frac{-N(s)}{D(s)}$$

(3)

The mathematical expressions that compute the values of $a_4$, $a_3$, $a_2$, $a_1$, $a_0$, and $b_1$ as function of the machine loading and machine parameters are given in Appendix A.2. The coefficients $a_4$, $a_3$ are always constant and independent of the machine loading. The values of the coefficients $a_0$, $a_1$, $a_2$, and $b_1$ vary according to a vector $k$ which consists of two independent quantities ($\text{machine loading } P$ and $Q$), i.e., $k = [P \quad Q]^T$. In this study, it is assumed that $P \in \mathbb{P}$ and $Q \in \mathbb{Q}$ and hence the vector $k$ takes values in a rectangle, in the $P$-$Q$ plane, whose vertices are $(\mathbb{P}, \mathbb{Q})$, $(\mathbb{P}, \mathbb{Q})$, $(\mathbb{P}, \mathbb{Q})$. Consequently, any change in $P$ and/or $Q$ leads to corresponding changes in $a_0(k)$, $a_1(k)$, $a_2(k)$, and $b_1(k)$.

(4)

Eq. (3) describes a family of plants rather than a nominal plant as $P$ and $Q$ vary over their prescribed intervals. Furthermore, because $a_0(k)$, $a_1(k)$, $a_2(k)$, and $b_1(k)$ depend simultaneously on $k$, this family of plants can be approximated by the following interval plant:

$$G_p(s) = \frac{-b_1s}{[a_3s^4 + a_2s^3 + a_1s^2 + a_0s + a_0]} = \frac{-N(s)}{D(s)}$$

where the bounds of each interval is computed over $P \in \mathbb{P}$ and $Q \in \mathbb{Q}$ as follows:

$$[a_0, \tilde{a}_0] = [P \in \mathbb{P}, \quad Q \in \mathbb{Q}]$$

It is worth mentioning that these coefficients are dependent, continuous and positive for all admissible values of $P$ and $Q$. The family of plants can be considered as a subset of the interval plant (4) and hence if the plant (4) is robustly stable, the original family of plants is robustly stable as well, but the converse is not necessarily true. Robust stability of interval plants is often addressed using Kharitonov’s theorem [23–27].

3. Mathematical preliminaries

This section briefly reviews some basic results form the area of parametric robust control. For a full comprehensive survey, the reader is referred to Ref. [27].

Definition 1. Consider the set $f$ of all real polynomials of degree $n$ of the form

$$p(s) = a_0 + a_1s + a_2s^2 + \ldots + a_n s^n$$

(5)

Where the coefficients vary over independent intervals as follows:

$$a_0 = [\bar{a}_0 \; \underline{a}_0], \quad a_1 = [\bar{a}_1 \; \underline{a}_1], \quad a_2 = [\bar{a}_2 \; \underline{a}_2], \ldots, \quad a_n = [\bar{a}_n \; \underline{a}_n]$$

(6)

Such a set of polynomials is called an interval polynomial. In 1978, Kharitonov presented his celebrated theorem that provides necessary and sufficient conditions for Hurwitz stability of such an interval polynomial.

Theorem 1 ([27]). Every polynomial in the interval family $f$ is Hurwitz-stable if and only if the following Kharitonov polynomials are Hurwitz:

$$K^1(s) = \bar{a}_0 + \bar{a}_1s + \bar{a}_2s^2 + \bar{a}_3s^3 + \bar{a}_4s^4 + \bar{a}_5s^5 + \bar{a}_6s^6 + \ldots$$

$$K^2(s) = \bar{a}_0 + \underline{a}_1s + \bar{a}_2s^2 + \bar{a}_3s^3 + \bar{a}_4s^4 + \bar{a}_5s^5 + \bar{a}_6s^6 + \ldots$$

$$K^3(s) = \bar{a}_0 + \underline{a}_1s + \underline{a}_2s^2 + \bar{a}_3s^3 + \bar{a}_4s^4 + \bar{a}_5s^5 + \bar{a}_6s^6 + \ldots$$

$$K^4(s) = \bar{a}_0 + \underline{a}_1s + \bar{a}_2s^2 + \bar{a}_3s^3 + \bar{a}_4s^4 + \bar{a}_5s^5 + \bar{a}_6s^6 + \ldots$$

(7)

Proof. see [27].

The following notation is necessary before proceeding to the generalization of Kharitonov theorem. Let $m$ be an arbitrary integer and let $\mathbb{P}(s) = \{P_1(s), \quad P_2(s), \ldots, \quad P_m(s)\}$ be an $m$-tuple of real interval polynomials where each polynomial $P_i(s)$, $i=1, \ldots, m$ is an interval one. Each polynomial has its four polynomials $K^1(s), K^2(s), K^3(s), \text{and } K^4(s).$ If $K_m$ denotes the set of $m$-tuples obtained as follows: for every fixed integer $i$ between 1 and $m$ set $P_i(s) = K^k_i(s)$, $k=1, 2, 3, 4.$ Clearly, there are at most $4^m$ distinct elements in $K_m$. Further, a family of $m$-tuples called generalized Kharitonov segments are defined as follows:
for any fixed integer \( l \) between 1 and \( m \), set \( P_l(s) = K_l^N(s), i \neq l \) while for \( l \), suppose that \( P_l(s) \) varies in one of the four segments given by \[ K_l^N(s) K_l^N(s) \bar{1}, \bar{1}, \bar{1}, \bar{1}(K_l^N(s) K_l^N(s) \bar{2}) \] and \[ K_l^N(s) K_l^N(s) \bar{2}, \bar{2}, \bar{2}, \bar{2}(K_l^N(s) K_l^N(s) \bar{3}) \]. A segment means all convex combination of two associated vertex polynomials, e.g., a segment \[ K_l^N(s) K_l^N(s) \bar{1} \] means all convex combinations of the form \( (1- \lambda)K_l^N(s) + \lambda K_l^N(s), \lambda \in [0, 1] \). There are at most \( m^4 \) distinct generalized Khariotov segments, which could be denoted by \( S_m \). The following theorem presents the generalization of Khariotov theorem.

**Theorem 2** ([27]).

1. Given an \( m \)-tuple of fixed real polynomials \[ F_1(s), F_2(s), \ldots, F_m(s) \], the polynomial family \[ P_1(s)F_1(s) + P_2(s)F_2(s) + \ldots + P_m(s)F_m(s) \] is Hurwitz-stable if and only if all the one-parameter polynomial families that result from replacing \( F_i(s) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \) in the above expression by the elements of \( S_m \) are all Hurwitz-stable.

II. If the polynomials \( F_i(s), i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \) are real and having the form \( F_i(s) = s^i(a_i + b_i + U_i(s))Q_i(s) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \), where \( f_i \geq 0 \) is an arbitrary integer, \( a_i \) and \( b_i \) are arbitrary real numbers, \( U_i(s) \) is an anti-Hurwitz polynomial and \( Q_i(s) \) is an even/odd polynomial, then it is sufficient that the polynomial families \[ P_i(s)F_1(s) + P_2(s)F_2(s) + \ldots + P_m(s)F_m(s) \] is Hurwitz-stable with the \( P_i \), \( i = 1, \ldots, m \) replaced by the elements of \( K_m \).

**Proof.** see [27].

### 4. Parameterization of robust PID-based PSS

Now consider an interval plant transfer function given by \( G(s) = N(s)/D(s), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) and a PID controller given by \( C(s) = \frac{k_p s^2 + k_i s + k_d}{s} \), thus the family of closed loop characteristic polynomials is given by \( \Delta(s, k_p, k_i, k_d) = D(s) + \frac{N(s)}{D(s)} \). Characterization of the robust PID controllers for an interval plant means to determine the values of \( k_p, k_i \), and \( k_d \) for which the entire family of the closed loop characteristic polynomials is Hurwitz. Obviously, stabilizing an interval plant by a PID controller does not match the polynomial structure requirements given in Part-II of Theorem 2. Therefore, it is mandatory for synthesizing such a controller to apply the conditions of Part I of the same theorem. Let \( N(s), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) be the four Khariotov segments associated to \( N(s), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) and given by

\[
\begin{align*}
N(s, \lambda) &= (1-\lambda)N_0(s) + \lambda N_1(s), \\
N(s, \lambda) &= (1-\lambda)N_0(s) + \lambda N_1(s), \\
N(s, \lambda) &= (1-\lambda)N_0(s) + \lambda N_1(s), \\
N(s, \lambda) &= (1-\lambda)N_0(s) + \lambda N_1(s),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \). Let \( G(s, \lambda) \) denotes the family of the 16 segment plants given by

\[
G(s, \lambda) = \{G_0(s, \lambda) \} \text{ if } i, j \in [1, 2, 3, 4, \lambda \in [0, 1] \}
\]

The family of closed loop characteristic polynomials for each segment plant \( G_0(s, \lambda) \) is denoted by \( \Delta_0(s, k_p, k_i, k_d, \lambda) \) and is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta_0(s, k_p, k_i, k_d, \lambda) &= sD_j(s) + (k_p s + k_d)N(s, \lambda) \\
&= sD_j(s) + (k_p s + k_d)N(s, \lambda)
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 2.** Positive feedback control system with PID controller.

Therefore, an interval plant \( G(s) \) is stabilized by a particular PID controller if and only if each segment plant \( G_0(s, \lambda) \) is stabilized by that same PID controller. Rather than using these 16 Khariotov segments, the term \( F_2(s) = k_p s^2 + k_i s + k_d \) can be decomposed into two properly basic polynomials to suit the polynomial structure in Part II of Theorem 2, as follows: \( F_2(s) = k_p s^2 + k_i s + k_d \). Thus, the synthesis problem is reduced to a stabilization of three interval polynomials as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta(s, k_p, k_i, k_d) &= F_1(s)D_j(s) + F_2(s)N_j(s) + F_3(s)N_j(s) \\
&= sD_j(s) + (k_p s + k_i)N_j(s) + s^2 k_d N_j(s), \\
i, j &= 1, 2, 3, 4
\end{align*}
\]

While sweeping over \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \) is eliminated, such approach results in sixty-four vertex plants and hence increases the computational effort.

#### 4.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for Hurwitz stability

The positive feedback control system, shown in Fig. 2, has the following closed loop characteristic polynomial:

\[
1 - C(s)G_0(s) = 0
\]

Considering the numerator negativity in (1), (10) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
D(s) + \frac{N(s)}{D(s)} = 0
\]

Since \( N(s) \) of (3) is always given by a zero at origin, pole-zero cancelation at origin occurs with the controller pole, and thus (11) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
D(s) + \frac{N(s)}{D(s)} = 0
\]

where \( N(s) = b_1 \) for (3) and \( N(s) = \frac{b_1}{b_1} \) for (4). The characteristic polynomial of the closed loop system is generally given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
& a_0 + b_1 k_1 + (a_1 + b_1 k_p) s + (a_2 + b_1 k_d) s^2 + a_3 s^3 + a_4 s^4 = 0 \\
& \quad \text{Hurvitz stability of this polynomial is examined using Routh-Hurwitz (RH) criterion. Once more, the coefficients of (3) are positive over the entire range of operating conditions, i.e. } a_i, b_i > 0, \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, 4. \end{align*}
\]

Typical RH array is constructed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& a_2 + b_1 k_d \\
& a_1 + b_1 k_p \\
& a_3(a_0 + b_1 k_i)
\end{align*}
\]
Hurvitz stability is guaranteed if and only if the positivity of the first column is ensured, i.e., $R_{11} > 0, i = 0, 1, 2$. It is clear that the positivity of $R_{11}$ infers that of $R_{21}$ for nonnegative $k_p$. Consequently, stability constraints are reduced to only $R_{03}, R_{11} > 0$. Furthermore, the stability boundaries are given as follows:

$$k_i^{cr} = -\frac{a_0}{b_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$k_i^{cd} = \left( \frac{a_4b_1}{a_3b_1} \right) k_p + \frac{a_4a_2 - a_3a_3}{a_3b_1} + \frac{(a_3/b_1)(a_0 + b_1k_i)}{a_1 + b_1k_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

### 4.2. Khaitronov segment plants

The numerator $N_i^s(s)$ has only one segment that is given by $N_i^s(s) = (1 - \lambda)\bar{b}_1 + \lambda \bar{b}_p$. Therefore, the PID stabilizer has to stabilize the following segment plants simultaneously:

$$D_i(s) + (k_0s^2 + k_js + k_i)(1 - \lambda)\bar{b}_1 + \lambda \bar{b}_p = 0, \quad i = 1, 2, 3, 4$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Putting $(1 - \lambda)\bar{b}_1 + \lambda \bar{b}_1 = \bar{b}_1$, the characteristic polynomials of these four segment plants are given as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\bar{g}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s} + (\bar{a}_2 + \bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s}^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0 \\
\bar{g}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s} + \bar{a}_2(\bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s}^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0 \\
\bar{a}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s} + \bar{a}_2(\bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s}^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0 \\
\bar{a}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s} + \bar{a}_2(\bar{b}_1k_i)\bar{s}^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

The stability boundaries given by (16) and (17) have to be applied for each segment polynomial in (19). Applying (16) to these segment plants, the minimum critical value of the integral constant can be directly computed as follows:

$$k_i^{cr} = \min_{\lambda \in [0, 1]} \frac{a_0}{b_1} = -\frac{a_0}{b_1}$$

$$a_0 \in [a_0, a_0]$$

By applying (17) to the characteristic polynomials of segment plants at fixed values of $k_p = k_p^c$ and $k_i = k_i^c > k_i^{cr}$, the minimum critical value of the derivative constant can be directly computed as follows:

$$k_i^{cd} = \left( \frac{a_4b_1}{a_3b_1} \right) k_p + \frac{a_4a_2 - a_3a_3}{a_3b_1} + \frac{(a_3/b_1)(a_0 + b_1k_i)}{a_1 + b_1k_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

### 4.3. Khaitronov vertex plants

This approach can avoid sweeping over $\lambda \in [0, 1]$ by considering additional vertex plants. These additional plants come out from the decomposition of the controller into two parts, i.e., $C_i(s) = k_i + sK_p$ and $C_i(s) = s^2k_d$. Such vertex systems have the following characteristic polynomials:

$$D_i(s) + C_i(s)N_i^f(s) + C_i(s)N_i^s(s) = 0, \quad i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \quad j = 1, 2$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Eq. (22) describes sixteen characteristic polynomials for example if $i = 1$ and $j = 1, 2$

$$\begin{align*}
\bar{g}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_p)s + (\bar{a}_2 + \bar{c}_1k_p)s^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0 \\
\bar{g}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_p)s + (\bar{a}_2 + \bar{c}_1k_p)s^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0 \\
\bar{g}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_p)s + (\bar{a}_2 + \bar{c}_1k_p)s^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0 \\
\bar{g}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i + (\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_p)s + (\bar{a}_2 + \bar{c}_1k_p)s^2 + \bar{a}_3\bar{s}^3 + \bar{a}_4\bar{s}^4 = 0
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $c_1 = \bar{b}_1, \bar{c}_1 = \bar{b}_i$. The letter $c$ is considered to distinguish the multiplier of $k_d$ form that of $k_p$ and $k_i$. Necessary and sufficient stability constraints (16) and (17) obtained for the given polynomial (15) are applied to the sixteen vertex polynomials. While applying the constraint (17), the term $(a_4b_1/a_3c_1)k_p$ to account for difference in the coefficients between $k_p$ and $k_i$ imposed by decomposition and therefore such constraint (18) has to be rewritten as follows:

$$k_i^{cr} = \frac{a_0b_1}{a_3c_1} + \frac{a_4a_2 - a_3a_3}{a_3c_1} + \frac{(a_3/c_1)(a_0 + b_1k_i)}{(a_1 + b_1k_p)}$$

The constraint (16) is satisfied for the sixteenth polynomial if and only if $k_i > -\bar{a}_0/\bar{b}_1$, which agrees with (20). The critical value of the derivative gain is computed for the 16 polynomials by (17) for fixed $k_p$ and $k_i$ where the critical $k_p$ is computed as follows:

$$k_p^{cd} = \max_{k_p = k_p^c, k_i} k_i^{cr} = \frac{\bar{a}_0\bar{b}_1}{\bar{a}_3\bar{c}_1} + \frac{\bar{a}_4\bar{a}_2 - \bar{a}_3\bar{a}_3}{\bar{a}_3\bar{c}_1} + \frac{(\bar{a}_3/c_1)(\bar{a}_0 + \bar{b}_1k_i)}{\bar{a}_1 + \bar{b}_1k_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

In (25), “max” refers to the maximum entry of this vector at fixed values of $k_p$ and $k_i$. A marginal stability surface is developed in the space of the controller parameters by considering a fine grid in $k_p \times k_i$.

### 5. Parameterization of robust phase-lead PSSs

According to Theorem 2, the design of robust phase-lead compensators is carried out for Khaitronov vertex plants only. The design algorithm aims to compute the robust stabilizing compensators. The closed loop system using the proposed phase-lead stabilizer is shown in Fig. 3. Consider a phase-lead stabilizer having a transfer function given by:

$$C(s, K, T_1, T_2) = \frac{K(1 + T_1s)}{1 + T_2s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

The positive feedback control system shown in Fig. 3 has the following closed loop characteristic polynomial:

$$(1 + T_2s)D(s) + K(1 + T_1s)N(s) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

Consider the plant (3) and the controller (26), (27) can be rewritten as follows:

$$T_2a_4s^5 + (T_2a_3 + a_4)s^4 + (T_2a_2 + a_2)s^3 + (T_2a_1 + a_2 + KT_1b_1)s^2 + (T_2a_0 + a_1 + Kb_1)s + a_0 = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)
Typical RH array for (28) is constructed as follows: 

\[ s^5 T_2 a_4 \]
\[ s^4 T_2 a_3 + a_4 \]
\[ s^3 R_{31} = (T_2 a_4 + a_4)(T_2 a_2 + a_3) - T_2 a_4(T_2 a_4 + a_2 + KT_1 b_1) \]
\[ s^2 R_{21} = R_{31}(T_2 a_1 + a_2 + KT_1 b_1) - R_{31}(T_2 a_2 + a_4), \]
\[ s^1 R_{11} = R_{21} R_{32} - R_{22} R_{31} \]
\[ s^0 R_{01} = a_0 R_{31} \]

Stability of polynomial (28) is enforced if and only if \( R_{1i} > 0 \), \( i = 1, 2, 3 \). Unlike PID controller, no explicit formulas are deduced for phase lead compensator. A typical range of a PSS pole time-constant in industry is frequently given by \( T_2 = [0.02 \quad 0.15] \) s, i.e. PSS design is typically carried out with some value in this interval [2]. Hence, robust stability boundaries for a given \( T_2 = \bar{T}_2 \) are expressed as follows:

\[ R_{11}(K, T_1)|_{T_2=\bar{T}_2} = 0, \quad i = 1, 2, 3 \]  

(29)

These boundaries can be generalized by \( f(x, y) = 0 \) and be plotted using MATLAB function “ezplot”. Necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the solution set, that contains the stabilizing phase lead stabilizers, can be stated as:

\[ \bigcap_{T_2=\bar{T}_2^*} \bigcap_{i=1,2,3} R_{1i}(K, T_1) \neq \emptyset \]  

(30)

To guarantee robust stability, such controller has to stabilize the eight vertex plants of the interval plant model (4) simultaneously, i.e. the following eight characteristic polynomials are Hurwitz.

\[ (1 + T_2 s) D_i(s) + K(1 + T_1 s) N_i(s) = 0, \quad i = 1, 2, 3, 4, \quad j = 1, 2 \]  

(31)

Considering the eight vertex plants, sufficient constraint for the existence of the solution set that contains the robust stabilizing phase lead stabilizers can be rewritten as:

\[ \bigcap_{i=1,2,3,4, \quad j=1,2, \quad k=1,2,3} R_{kij}(K, T_1)|_{T_2=\bar{T}_2^*} \neq \emptyset \]  

(32)

6. Simulation results

The main result of this paper focuses on the computation of the admissible parameters of the three-term PSSs that guarantee robust stability under wide range of operating points. Results based on the interval plant model (4) are presented for both PID controller and phase-lead compensator. It is assumed that active and reative powers at the generator bus vary over the following intervals:

\[ P \in [0.2 \quad 1], \quad Q \in [-0.2 \quad 0.5] \]  

(33)

Typically, these intervals encompass all practical operating points [10,11]. Further, any point that belongs to these ranges has a steady load flow solution. The coefficients of (3) are calculated for 1024 mesh points that belong to \( [0.2 \quad 1] \times [-0.2 \quad 0.5] \) where their bounds are computed and given by:

\[ a_4 = [1 \quad 1], \quad a_3 = [20.46 \quad 20.46], \quad a_2 = [22.41 \quad 87.21], \quad a_1 = [131.5 \quad 793], \quad a_0 = [570 \quad 1763.7], \quad b_1 = [2.44 \quad 11.57] \]  

(34)

6.1. Robust stabilization via PID-based PSSs

The design is carried out based on the interval plant model (4) while the bounds of its coefficients are given by (34). The results are presented for the case of nonnegative proportional gains and an arbitrary interval is taken as \( K_p = [0 \quad 500] \). Negative proportional gains present supplementary phase-lag and hence it is not considered. However, a PID controller may exist for such a negative gain.

6.1.1. Segment plants

If we consider the negative values of the integral gain, the minimal allowable value of \( k_i \) is given by (20) which results in \( k_i^{\text{max}} = -49.24 \) and hence if \( k_i = [-49.24 \quad 200] \); the critical values of \( k_d \) can be calculated explicitly as given in (21). The upper bound of \( k_i \) is randomly chosen. The marginal stability surface in the controller parameter space is shown in Fig. 4. To simplify the illustration, the critical values of the derivative gain are plotted against the proportional gains at constant values of the integral gain as shown in Fig. 5.

6.1.2. Vertex plants

The minimal critical value of the integral gain is not altered between segment and vertex plants and given by \( k_i^{\text{max}} = -49.24 \). The unconstrained maximization (25) computes the critical value of the derivative gain for a pre-specified pair \((k_p, k^*_c)\) considering the intervals [33]. The critical surface is computed for the ranges of \( k_p \) and \( k_i \) as shown in Fig. 6. For clear illustration, the critical values of \( k_d \) for the range of \( k_p \) is shown in Fig. 7 for fixed values of \( k_i \).

6.2. Robust stabilization via phase-lead PSSs

Characterization of the robust phase-lead PSSs is accomplished based on interval plant model (4). Firstly, the computation of the stabilizing PSSs for a nominal plant is considered for \( P = 1.0 \) and \( Q = 0.2 \). The time constant of the stabilizer pole is selected at 0.05 s. After computing the coefficients, Matlab function “ezplot” is utilized to plot the constraints (29). Fig. 8 shows the plot of the three constraints and it is noticed that they all tolerate with \( R_{11} = 0 \), i.e. the stability region is that bounded by \( R_{11} \) only. The effect of the pole time constant on the stability region is considered where stability regions for different values are shown in Fig. 9. Remarkably, small values of the pole time constant have the effect of extended stability regions.
Using the coefficients bounds \( [34] \), the constraint \( [32] \) is not satisfied, i.e. the constraint \( [29] \) does not tolerate in a common region for the eight vertex plants with \( T_2 = 0.05 \text{ s} \). To overcome this problem, a smaller pole time constant can be considered, e.g., \( T_2 = 0.02 \text{ s} \), or the ranges \( [33] \) have to be narrowed down to \( P = [0.4 \ 1.0] \text{ pu} \), \( Q = [-0.1 \ 0.5] \text{ pu} \) at \( T_2 = 0.05 \text{ s} \). The latter suggestion is adopted where the stability region is shown in Fig. 10.

6.3. Applicant controller validation based on linear model

The poles of the uncontrolled plants are firstly computed to illustrate the poor damping characteristics and even instability of some operating points. The damping ratios of the dominant poles of 1024 mesh plants in \( [33] \) are shown in Fig. 11, which indicates negative damping for some plants, i.e. unstable plants. An applicant PID stabilizer is selected as \( k_p = 100 \), \( k_i = -20 \) and \( k_d = 70 \) and the closed loop poles are computed where damping ratios of the dominant poles are shown in Fig. 12. Remarkably, a minimum damping ratio, that is greater than 0.3, is achieved for the entire family of plants. Furthermore, a phase-lead PSS is selected as \( K = 50 \), \( T_1 = 0.5 \text{ s} \) and \( T_2 = 0.05 \text{ s} \) and the closed loop poles are computed where damping ratios of the dominant poles are similarly shown in Fig. 13.

Hint: Although the robust phase-lead stabilizer is designed for a narrow operating range, the controller considered for simulation can stabilize all plants in the full range \( [33] \) because the suggested approach presents sufficient but not necessary stability constraints (conservative results).

6.4. Applicant controller validation based on nonlinear model

The nonlinear model of the considered system, which is given in Appendix, is stimulated using the controllers’ parameter setting selected before. The response of the closed loop system due a 10% step change in mechanical torque is shown in Fig. 14. The proposed PSS designs are both tested at an operating point determined by \( P_s = 0.9 \) and \( Q_s = 0.2 \text{ pu} \). Remarkably, the proposed robust PSSs can ensure system stability at this test point.

6.5. Multimachine simulation

The proposed design can be applied to multi-machine power systems by designing a PSS for one machine at a time and considering the rest of the system as an infinite bus. The resulting control is decentralized or local as it uses speed deviation only from the generator on which it is installed. Local PSSs have the following advantages: (i) effective damping local modes, (ii) no communication network is needed to transfer data to a centralized controller, thus cost-effective, and (iii) time delays are avoided. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the merits of the proposed PSS design methodology based on a more realistic model. The two-area four-machine test power system shown in Fig. 15 and proposed in Ref. \( [2] \) is utilized in this study because it is accepted in the literature as a tool to study the inter-area mode of oscillations. Further, this system is available as a MATLAB/SIMULINK demo program \( [28] \). In
addition, it is equipped with well-tuned power system stabilizers including the standard IEEE PSS4B [29] and the conventional PSS [2]. This gives credit to the comparison with the proposed PSS.

The test system consists of two fully symmetrical areas linked together by two 230 kV lines of 220 km length. It is specifically designed to study low frequency electromechanical oscillations in large interconnected power systems. Each area is equipped with two identical round rotor generators rated 20 kV/900 MVA. The synchronous machines have identical parameters except for the inertias which are $H_1 = 6.5$ s in area-1 and $H_2 = 6.175$ s in area-2. Thermal plants having identical speed regulators are further assumed at all locations, in addition to fast static exciter with a gain of 200. Saturation limits are imposed on both excitation voltages ($E_{fd}$) and the supplementary signals ($U$) as specified in Ref. [2]. The loads are represented by constant impedances and split between the two areas.

Therefore, the equivalent single-machine subsystems are roughly identical due system symmetry. Consequently, the design is carried out once for one equivalent subsystem whilst the resulting stabilizer is added to the four machines.

Since damping and frequency of inter-area oscillations depend mainly on the quantity of the tie-line power, different operating points that result in different tie-line powers ranging from 200 MW to 600 MW are considered, which allows for ±50% perturbation around the nominal tie-line power. The values of $P$ and $Q$ at each machine-bus are computed through a load flow study for different operating points where the corresponding ranges are given by:

$$P = [0.5 \ 0.9] \& Q = [0.2 \ 0.5].$$

**Remark 1.** Multimachine power system is a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system and hence it violates theoretically the
basic requirements of the proposed approach because it is not a SISO system and it has many PSSs that have more than three terms. Consequently, the proposed approach cannot be applied to multimachine systems directly. Firstly, a multimachine system is decomposed into a set of single-machine subsystem using Thevenin theorem. Each subsystem comprises one machine connected to hypothetical infinite bus through an equivalent tie line. This decomposition enables us to consider the uncertainties in $P$ and $Q$ of each machine separately.

**Remark 2.** The decomposition approach, which is proposed to consider the multimachine case, neglects the interaction between different control loops. No one can claim that the interactions between different control loops have no effect in the control design. However, Baker et al. [30] proved that the interaction between excitation systems becomes significant when the machines are closely tied electrically.

The constraints presented in Sections 4 and 5 are utilized to compute the controller stability regions as before. An applicant PID-based PSS parameters are selected as $k_p = 30$, $k_i = 50$, $k_d = 1$ while an applicant phase-lead based PSS parameters are selected as $k_{pss} = 40$, $T_1 = 0.5$ s, $T_2 = 0.02$ s. The effectiveness of the proposed designs to suppress both local and inter-area modes of oscillations is investigated by small and large-scale disturbances. Firstly, the system response due to 10% increment in the load of Area #2 is shown in Fig. 16. Secondly, the system is tested for a three-phase to ground short circuit and the response is depicted in Fig. 17. Noticeably, the standard IEEE-PSS4B stabilizer [29] and the conventional design
Fig. 12. Damping ratios of the dominant closed loop poles of 1024 points in [33] using PID stabilizer with $k_p = 100$, $k_i = -20$, $k_d = 70$. presented in Ref. [2] failed to maintain system stability. Moreover, Figs. 16 and 17 present the response of the PID design reported in Ref. [15] for fair comparison with the proposed PID design. The proposed PID-based PSS outperforms the PID-based PSS presented in Ref. [15], as shown in Fig. 16 for small disturbance, in terms of overshooting and settling time. However, the latter outperforms the former in case of large disturbance, as shown in Fig. 17. Remarkably, the responses of the proposed controllers, CPSS, and IEEE-PSS4B, shown in Fig. 16, have the same steady state operating point while the PID-based PSS in Ref. [15] has different steady state point. This may be explained by the fact that the interaction between all controllers was considered in Ref. [15] while such interaction is not considered in the proposed design and CPSS design because the design is carried out on the basis of single-machine infinite-bus model.

Remark 3. Multimachine simulations were carried out to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method in designing PSSs based on the classical approach of single-machine infinite-bus system (SMIB). Consequently, the size of a real system comprising $m$-machines has no effect on the results because the proposed approach is applied $m$-times to the $m$ single-machine subsystems. However, the ultimate solution of stabilization of low-frequency oscillations of a multimachine should be a multimode stabilizer.
Fig. 14. Speed deviation due to 0.1 pu step increment in mechanical torque for 0.1 s with different controllers.

Fig. 15. Two-area four-machine test power system [3].

Fig. 16. System response due to 10% increment in the load of Area #2.
design based on the multimachine model. However, the results obtained, based on SMIB models, have confirmed the effectiveness of proposed approach to compute a set of decentralized feasible controllers in a multimachine system.

6.6. Discussion and comments

The proposed design approach assumes the textbook version of a PID controller to carry out this study. Therefore, one may comment the problem of sensor noise due to the inclusion of pure derivative term. Such a comment can be by considered in the design approach by using a high pass filter with appropriate corner frequency to implement the derivative action. Corner frequency can be selected to account for the frequency range of the electromechanical modes at different operating points. The proposed technique has been applied to a single-machine infinite-bus system equipped with a three-term controller. These simple models are primarily used to demonstrate the principles of the proposed technique. However, further research is currently under way to extend the application to the design of robust decentralized PSSS in multimachine power system. Kharitonov’s theorem presents the necessary and sufficient conditions for Hurwitz stability of an interval polynomial on condition that the coefficients of such polynomial vary over independent intervals. In our case, the coefficients of the interval polynomial (2) are not independent because any variation in $P, Q$, or both makes all coefficients to vary simultaneously. Consequently, any change in one coefficient implies simultaneous changes in the others. This fact makes the results derived via Kharitonov’s theorem “conservative”. Therefore, in the controllers’ parameter plane point of view, the described stability region is a subset of a larger one.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents a simple analytical method for computing the set of robust three-term stabilizing PSSS. An interval plant is developed to capture uncertainties in the parameters of the power system model imposed by constant variation in the operating point. Stabilization of the proposed interval plant by PID controller and phase lead compensator based PSSS are dealt with using generalized Kharitonov’s theorem. Necessary and sufficient constraints for characterizing the robust stabilizing three-term controllers are derived by applying RH criterion to a set of segment/vertex plants where the region of robust stability comes out from the intersection of the stability regions of all segment/vertex plants. The synthesis of robust PID based PSS is reduced to simultaneous stabilization of the four segment plants or sixteen vertex plants. It is remarked that using segment approach gives more relaxed stability constraints than that obtained from using the vertex approach, i.e., the stability region computed for vertex plants is always smaller than that computed using segment plants. Simulation results of applicant PID and Phase-lead stabilizers confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach in damping low frequency oscillations that follow both small and large disturbances. The design methodology applies only to a single-machine infinite-bus system equipped with a three-term controller. These simple models have demonstrated the principles of the proposed technique. However, further research is currently under way to extend the application to the design of robust decentralized PSSS in multimachine power system without decomposing it into single-machine subsystems.

Appendix.

A.1. Nonlinear model and data of a single-machine infinite-bus test system:

\[
\delta = \omega_t \omega, \\
\dot{\omega} = \frac{T_m - \left(E'_{q} I_q + (X_d - X'_{d}) I_d I_q\right)}{M}, \\
\dot{E}'_{q} = -\frac{E'_{q} + (X_d - X'_{d}) I_d - E_{id}}{T_{do}}, \\
\dot{E}_{id} = \frac{K_b V_{ref} + U_{pss} - K_b V_i - E_{id}}{T_{e}}, \\
-(X_e + X_q) I_q + V^\infty \sin \delta = 0 \\
(X_e + X'_q) I_d + E'_{q} + V^\infty \cos \delta = 0
\]
\(X_d = 1.6\ \text{pu},\quad X_q = 1.55\ \text{pu},\quad X'_d = 0.32\ \text{pu},\)
\[T^*_{do} = 6\ \text{s},\quad M = 10\ \text{s},\quad K_E = 25,\quad T_E = 0.05\ \text{s},\]
\(E_{\text{min}} = -5\ \text{pu},\quad E_{\text{max}} = 5\ \text{pu},\)
\(V^\infty = 1\ \text{pu},\quad \omega_0 = 314.159\ \text{rad/s},\quad \text{Rating} = 100\ \text{MVA}\)

A.2. Coefficients of the transfer function of the system shown in Fig. 1 in terms of \(k_1-k_6\) and machine parameters:
\[
\begin{align*}
\delta_4 &= M k_1 T_\omega T_E, \\
\delta_3 &= M (k_3 T_\omega + T_E), \\
\delta_2 &= M + \omega_0 k_1 k_1 T_\omega T_E + k_4 k_4 M, \\
\delta_1 &= \omega_0 k_1 (k_3 T_\omega + T_E) - \omega_0 k_2 k_2 T_E, \\
\delta_0 &= \omega_0 (k_1 - k_2 k_4 - k_4 k_2 k_2 + k_6 k_2 k_2), \\
\delta_1 &= k_6 k_2 k_2.
\end{align*}
\]
Since \(\delta_4\) is always fixed (load-independent), both numerator and denominator are divided by \(\delta_4\) to get strictly proper monotonic transfer function whose coefficients are computed at any operating point as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
a_4 &= \frac{\delta_4}{a_4} = 1, \\
a_3 &= \frac{\delta_1}{a_4}, \\
a_2 &= \frac{\delta_2}{a_4}, \\
a_1 &= \frac{\delta_1}{a_4}, \\
a_0 &= \frac{\delta_0}{a_4}, \\
b_1 &= \frac{\delta_1}{a_4}
\end{align*}
\]
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